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Prakash Raja, Javier Garcia, and Mr. Jack 

David Sachs, Albuquerque, NM 

Jan. 18, 1999 (Monday) 

Review of License Amendment for adding Type

Hi Prakash; 

I was in Los Alamos most of today on other business, and I got back late 
in the afternoon.  

Here are my review comments for the license amendment.  

i 1/ . Is "jobsite" one word, or two words? I believe that "Job Site" 

Krjzuires two words.  

(2. Should the license amendment clearly and explicitly state somewhere, 
her ype B License", or "Type B License Activities" I encourage 

using explicitness, and not implicitness. We know what the amendment is 
for, but an outside reviewer, such as, a NRC Freedom Of Information 
Act (FOIA) requester (or a new NRC auditor), would not obviously know 
that the amendment is for a NRC Type B Materials license, in addition 
to the existing NRC Type C Materials License.
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3. I suggest inserting "This amendment allows Vista to perform NRC Type 
B Materials License activities in addition to the existing NRC Type C 

Materials activities." The previous sentence (or equivalent) could be 
inserted at the most <underline>obvious place</underline>, such as, in 
item number three (3.).  

4. In the amemdment, the words dZecontamination" and t'decommissioning" 
are always used separately, but never togeather. Don't you think, for 
explictness and for industry standard accepted presentation, that 
somewhere we should insert "Decontamination and Decommissioning (D&D)" 
? We all know that "D&D" is implied, but is never explicitly spelled 

out. This might even be an issue for a new NRC auditor.  

5. Possibly, in item 9.A.1., we could insert "Decontamination and 
Decommissioning (D&D)"

Hopefully, the above will improve the amendment.
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I will be available all day tomorrow (Tuesday). Please call (or send me 
an e-mail) if you need my assistance.  

Sincerely, 

David Sachs 

(rdsachs@flash.net)
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